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Bart Ehrman has offered the world a layman friendly primer on textual criticism with a sensational title and some shaky conclusions. From the title one expects to open this book and find a myriad of examples of where the Biblical authors have inserted words into the mouth of Jesus that were never actually uttered. All those fans of the Jesus Seminar and their ‘Third Quest’, will be disappointed with this volume because it doesn’t deliver what the title implies.

However, Dr. Ehrman has given us the basics of textual criticism in language that we can understand. He takes the time to define his terms and give examples that make the discipline accessible to all. For that he should be commended. Truth be told, Ehrman doesn’t really offer the threat to Evangelicalism that many thought he would with this work and I’d recommend it to any Christian who wishes to wrestle with a few opposing views of their cherished beliefs.

For those interested in more scholarly treatments of the subjects mentioned in this book see Ehrman’s The Orthodox Corruption of Scripture; Lost Christianities; and Lost Scriptures. For in-depth reviews and responses to Misquoting Jesus see Daniel B. Wallace’s “The Gospel According to Bart” (http://www.bible.org/page.php?page_id=4000); Timothy Paul Jones’ Misquoting Truth (IVP, 2007) and Nicholas Perrin’s Lost in Transmission? (Thomas Nelson, 2007).